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Following a choppy Q1, high yield
bonds appear poised to strengthen
By: Stephen C. Concannon, CFA, James Croom, CFA | June
10, 2021

Although the U.S. high-yield market faced some
challenging crosscurrents in Q1, it appears to have entered
a recovery phase -- supported by economic growth,
falling default rates, and U.S. monetary and fiscal policies.
READ FULL PAPER
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Responsible Investing

Emerging Markets Debt

Taking a shine to acute
care hospitals
post-pandemic

The investment case
for water stewardship

Real interest rates
suggest value in EM
Debt

By: James Croom, CFA, Stephen C.

Washington - World Oceans Day,
celebrated annually on June 8, was
created as a way of encouraging
everyone to celebrate the role that
oceans play in our lives. It also
highlights the importance of water
in general, essential to survival but a
scarce resource for so many.

Concannon, CFA | June 8, 2021

Boston - Earlier in the year, we saw
fairly consistent leadership in the
high-yield market by some of the
more cyclical sectors, led by
entertainment & film, air
transportation, publishing & printing
and energy. One area in particular
that has captured our attention is
acute care hospitals.

By: Jade Huang | June 10, 2021
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By: Emerging Markets Team | June 16,
2021

Boston - One of the key macro
indicators of value in emerging
markets (EM) debt is the real
interest-rate differential with
developed-market debt — the
spread between EM debt and
developed markets, after adjusting
for anticipated inflation in respective
countries. By that measure, in the
wake of first-quarter volatility, we
see EM debt as offering a number of
value opportunities.

READ MORE

The views expressed in these posts are those of the authors and are current only through the date stated. These views are subject to change at any time based upon market or
other conditions, and Eaton Vance disclaims any responsibility to update such views. These views may not be relied upon as investment advice and, because investment decisions
for Eaton Vance are based on many factors, may not be relied upon as an indication of trading intent on behalf of any Eaton Vance fund. The discussion herein is general in nature
and is provided for informational purposes only. There is no guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.
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Responsible Investing

Using engagement to drive progress on climate change
By: Kimberly Stokes | April 22, 2021

Washington - Making progress against climate change is a year-round effort, and corporations and investors each have an essential role to play.
Companies can make a difference by establishing best practices to reduce their environmental impact. Asset managers can help by utilizing a
rigorous corporate engagement approach to encourage improvement in corporate behaviors in a way that contributes to a more sustainable and
equitable world, and potentially contributes to an investment's business prospects.

READ MORE
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